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Dementia is a condition that affects the brain, resulting in memory loss, difficulties with

language, recognition, planning and performing complex tasks, etc. 

In Singapore, dementia affects 1 in 10 people aged 60 and older. Persons living with

dementia may be at different stages of disease progression.

Besides using medicine to manage dementia, activities can help to slow down disease

progression and foster better relationships with persons living with dementia, as well as

keep their minds and bodies active. 

We hope the "Connect With Me!" toolkit will assist you to engage your loved one. 

This booklet provides activity ideas that you can try with your loved one at home. 

Some activity tools have been provided for you in the "Connect With Me!" toolkit. You can

use it as a starter pack. Please note that some items in these suggested activities may

not be included in the toolkit.

Please consult the healthcare staff who prescribed the kit to you if you have difficulties

using it. 

When you feel more confident in engaging your loved one, you may like to explore a more

extensive range of activities beyond this booklet; Feel free to speak to an Occupational

Therapist, or healthcare professional if you need advice on what activities are suitable for

your loved ones.

We hope the toolkit and activity booklet will bring you and your loved one much joy and

countless memories.

Dementia Care Team

St Luke's Hospital
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Sorting Activities

 Ice Cream Sticks or Straws
 

 Colour

 In bundles of 5

Sorting can be done by

1.

2.

Buttons

 Colour

 Sizes

Sorting can be done by

1.

2.

Beans 

 By colour or type

 By number (e.g. 10 beans per packet)

Sorting can be done by

1.

2.

Look around your house. 

Is there anything else that can

be sorted?

Photographs
 Sort photographs 

 Arrange photographs in albums 

 Talk about people and events in the

 

1.

2.

3.

         photographs 

Note: You may need rubber bands to bundle the

sorted sticks together.
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Note: You may need ice cube trays or  containers to 

contain the beans.



 Identify what is on the card 

 Sort cards according to types of characters or

pictures (e.g. place similar cards together)

 

1.

2.

Cognitive Activities

Game cards: SNAP, Old Maid, Donkey

 Trace numbers and letters  

 Practice writing names, words, simple addition

and subtraction 

 Additional materials required: pens, pencils and

crayons   

 

1.

2.

3.

Writing and tracing

Colouring

Poker cards

 Sort cards by number  

 Arrange cards in sequence 

 Sort cards by type (e.g. spade, club) 

 Games: Black Jack, Poker

 

1.

2.

3.

4.

 Colour the picture with colour pencils or crayons 

 Talk about the picture (e.g. What they like about it,

what it means to them, etc.)  

 

1.

2.

You can print writing exercises and

colouring pictures that are free for

download from the internet.
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 Magazines, newspapers or recipe books may

be used 

 The person may not need to be able to ‘read’

but he may like the sensation of flipping

through the pages or looking at the pictures 

 Talk about the events and pictures 

 

1.

2.

3.

Cognitive Activities
Reading

Matching cards

 Layout halves on the table and let your

loved one match the missing half  

 Mix all the pieces together and let your

loved one sieve out the matching

pieces to match them

 

1.

2.

Jigsaw puzzles

 Choose between simple puzzles that have

less than 20 pieces and more complex

puzzles with more pieces 

 You may need to guide your loved one in

orientating the pieces to start the puzzle

 

1.

2.

Activity books

 Explore activities in the book 

 Speak to your healthcare worker

 

1.

2.

         to find out more 
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These activities can be typically carried out for about 45 minutes at least twice a week.

 Use 4D coupons or Toto tickets

 Shade the numbers at random 

 To increase the difficulty, give them a set

of numbers to shade

 

1.

2.

3.

Cognitive Activities

Shading

Coins

 Drop coins into a money box 

 Count the number of coins 

 Count the value of the coins 

 

1.

2.

3.

Tangram puzzles

 Match the geometric shapes to the

templates given 

 Use your creativity to create a new picture

or shape 

 

1.

2.

Chess

 Arrange the pieces on the chess board 

 Play the game 

 Match similar chess pieces together

 

1.

2.

3.
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Cognitive Activities

Hua Hee Matchoonary Cards
Hua Hee Matchoonary comprises a kit of cognitive activities that can be used in multiple

ways to engage persons living with dementia. 

Depending on your loved one's cognitive ability, you may choose to play classic memory

matching, charades or storytelling games with a local twist. Sketches in local context, such

as the Kueh Tutu, Clogs and Tingkat, may also help to stimulate memories.
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Image source: https://playhuahee.com



 Pop individual bubbles  

 Twist and press bubble wrap

 

1.

2.

Popping bubble wrap

Simple Repetitive Activities

Rubber band stringing

 String rubber bands together  to make a rope

 Untie rubber bands on a separate occasion

 

1.

2.

Threading

 Unpick the thread of old, unwanted clothes 

 Thread the holes of leaves with sticks

 Thread buttons randomly or according to colour 

 

1.

2.

3.

You may need to guide the person in

multi-directions - left, right, across, under

and over the laces.
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When doing the rubber band activity, you may also like

to get your loved one to talk about his or her childhood

memories. Other games like skipping and rope games

may also connect to them. 



Washing clothes

 Have a small bucket with soap and water

 Wash and rinse small pieces of clothing

 Wring dry and hang to dry

 

1.

2.

3.

Household Tasks

Folding clothes

 Sort clothes according to type

 Fold clothes

1.

2.

Cutlery cleaning/ sorting

 Clean cutlery with a dry cloth after washing

 Sort cutlery according to type

1.

2.

Note:  If the elderly has poor safety awareness,

ensure that the knives and other sharp objects are

kept away.

You may want to break down the activity 

or assist with parts of it, where needed.

Preparing vegetables

 Separate the leaves from the stem

 Wash the vegetables 

 Other alternatives include:

removing roots from bean sprouts,

assisting to cut long beans 

1.

2.

3.
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Note: Do cutting activities only if the

elderly can handle a knife safely.



 Tie pandan leaves into small bundles 

 

1.

Note: Bundled pandan leaves can be used for cooking

or be placed around the home for fragrance or to keep

away cockroaches.

Other Home-based Activities

Tie pandan leaves 

Gardening

 Water the plants

 Add fertilizer to potted plants 

 Remove weeds and dead leaves 

 

1.

2.

3.

 Screw or unscrew bottle caps

 

1.

Bottle caps

 Transfer eggs from a basket to an

empty egg tray  

 Use plastic eggs

 

1.

2.

Putting eggs into a tray

Clothes pegs

 Clip small clothes pegs around a container 

 Clip large clothes pegs onto window grill or

the edge of a table 

 Clip clothes pegs on a walking frame , if

one is being used

 Sort clothes pegs by colour

 

1.

2.

3.

4.

Note: Additional tools required - watering

can, gloves, gardening spade .
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 Paint pictures 

 Paint a picture using a free hand

1.

2.

 Take a walk outdoors when the weather is fine (not too

hot, not raining, floor not wet) 

 Wear proper shoes and attire 

 Use a wheelchair, if necessary

1.

2.

3.

You don't have to venture too far out. Walking along the corridor, on

the ground floor of the block, or going to the supermarket is as good.

 Pass balls to each other while seated

 Vary the type of throwing methods 

1.

2.

         (eg. Bouncing the ball on the floor once)  

    3. Kick the ball 

Painting

Leisure Activities

Taking walks

Singing and Listening to Music

 Singing and listening to music  

 Pick songs that are familiar to the person  

 

1.

2.

         (especially from yesteryears) 

    3.  Hum the tune together if the person is not able to sing 

Balls

Bowling

 Explore setting up bowling

activity using plastic bottles

 You may use plastic bottles 

1.

2.

         of various sizes
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 Read books to it 

 Sing lullabies to it

 Choose outfits and change the doll 

 Clean it 

 Rock it 

 Feed it using a milk bottle 

What the person living with dementia can do with the doll

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Doll Therapy

 Increase bonding and communication  

 Decrease anxiety, agitation and aggression  

 Increase engagement in meaningful activities 

 Stimulate the retrieval of parenting memories 

 Promote feelings of calmness and competence 

 Enhance self-esteem  

Doll therapy is a therapeutic intervention for persons living with dementia to reduce

distressing behaviours.

In general, doll therapy is found to have the below benefits:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

 

 Give the doll a name

 Provide a bassinet or small

crib for the doll

 Do not purchase a doll

that cries out loud, as that

can be upsetting

 Use dolls only if your loved

one shows interest.

 Leave the doll where it can

be seen and allow them to

approach and hold the doll

at their own time 

 Communicate the purpose

of the doll to anyone else

who may be providing care

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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 Is it too glaring? 

 Is it too dark? 

 Consider the angle that your loved one is lying in,

make sure the light is not shining directly into his

or her eyes

1.

2.

3.

Scent

 Choose music based on your desired

effect (e.g. calming, stimulating, etc.) 

 Consider playing familiar music

 Consider soft background music or music

that the senior can enjoy

1.

2.

3.

 Ensure your loved one is positioned properly, use pillows,  cushions or towels 

 Reposition your loved ones to make them more comfortable  if needed

 Check for pain and discomfort (observe facial  expressions)

1.

         if needed 

1.

2.

Source: Intervention suggestions for people with advanced dementia   (Adapted from Gift of Touch) 

Supported by a review by Bunn et al. (2018)

Music or Sounds

Gift of Touch

Comfort

There are practical tips on how to communicate with your loved one, create a more

conducive environment for daily activities of living or to simply enjoy each other’s company.

These activities are suitable for persons living with dementia even at the advanced stage .

One way is to set up the environment to create a safe and comfortable space:

 

Lighting

 Choose a scent that will achieve the effect you are

trying to achieve (e.g. lavender for relaxation,

peppermint to increase alertness) 

 Consider using the diffuser to introduce fragrance to

the room

 Consider familiar smells

1.

2.

3.
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Before giving the massage check the following: 

□ You have washed your hands with soap or hand rub solution before the session begins  

Gift of Touch

1. Rub some lotion

between your two

palms, and spread

some lotion over the

person’s hand

Hand massage

2. With your thumb

and index finger, rub

every finger starting

from the tip towards

the palm

3. Continue rubbing

the back of the hand

(gentle strokes with

thumb and index

finger) towards the

wrist 

4. Flip the hand over,

and do gentle strokes

over the palm towards

yourself  

5. Squeeze the outer

regions with your

thumb and index

finger, then use your

knuckle as well

(towards the wrist)   

6. Slide hand down the

front and back of the

forearm with straight

strokes a few times
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□ The person living with dementia has no broken or fragile skin that may tear during the

massage

□ Check if there is any skin allergy. You may apply the cream onto a small area of the

person’s hand and wait for a minute or two, to check for any adverse reactions

   
□ Gloves are not encouraged unless your loved one has contact precautions, or if you are

performing personal hygiene-related procedures (e.g. mouth swab, cutting nails)

You can also explore other activities like grooming your loved one's hair or

clipping their nails. Such activities not only keep your loved one suitably kempt,

but also can be pleasurable and meaningful. 



Notes
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